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23 June, 1 9 7 0 

Dear Mr. Quintana, 

On request of the Netherlands Government and according 
your terms of reference I prepared a feasibility study for 
an United Nations Computation Centre at Santiago de Chile. 
I am now pleased to present you the report which contains 
the result of this study. 

Thanks to the fine co-operation of every one involved, 
a plan of action could be drafted which will enable ECLA 
to work in futiire on a ccmpletely different level. 

What is presented is just a plan, the computer facilities 
proposed are only tools, the achievement must come from ECLA 
itself, I sincerely vdsh. and expect that ECLA will succeed. 

Finally I want to thank you very much for the opportunity 
which I vas given to collaborate with ECLA in this project. 

Yours sincerely, 

M.R. Mantz 
Consultant in Computer 

Methods for ECLA 

Mr, Carlos Quintana 
Executive Secretary 
CEPAL 
Santiago 
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NEED AND VIABILITY FOR A UNITED NATIONS CÔ íP̂ JTÁTION CENTRE 
IN SANTIAGO 

1, Introduction 

(a) General considerations 
1, This report is the result of a feasibility study for the establishment 
of a Latin American regional electronic data processing centre in Santiago 
which was requested by the ECLA secretariat. According to the job description, 
this centre should: 

- Facilitate and streamline the work of a number of continuous and 
special projects and carry out operations for the admirdstration 
of ECLA, ILi=ES and CELADE; 

- Be at the disposal of the regional offices of the IMted Nations 
speciali^d agencies located in Santiago; 

- Help national statistical offices in Latin American countries with 
possible peak loads and with electronic data processing (EDP) 
methods in general; • 

- Form an intrinsic element in the operation of the Centre for 
Documentation and Research, to be established with the proposed 
financial assistance of the Netherlands. 

2, The study should therefore deal with the present and future needs 
of computer services at United Nations offices in Santiago, both for 
substantive and administrative matters, prepare suggestions on the best 
ways to satisfy these needs, and make a study on the alternative financial 
implications, inclusive staff necessities, 
3, This report is in part based on many interviews held with representatives 
of the specialized agencies offices in Santiago and with the chiefs of 
divisions and units of ECLA and ILFES, A list of the interviews is appended 
to this report (annex I)» Visits were paid to the available computer 
centres in Santiago (IBM, Universidad de Chile, Universidad Católica de 
Chile, Empresa Nacional de Computación - EMCO), and contacts were established 
with the representatives of the main manufacturers with facilities in 
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Santiago (IBM, NCR and Burroughs), In the presentation of ECLA. needs, 
ixse was made of the Report on Electronic Computer Requirements of ECIA, 
presented informally by Mr. Oscar Varsavsky in Ju3y 1968 at the request 
of Mr, Mendive, 
4, The main object of the study was to work out a classification of the 
needs on which a specification of the desired computer facilities could 
be based. It was, however, m t possible to discuss in detail all the 
substantive projects of the United Nations agencies in Santiago, 
5, A ixLan of action was designed which would make it possible to introduce 
the appropriate tools to develop the necessary training and to establish 
the desired organization, in accordance with the presently available computer 
technology. Due aregard has also been had to the situation in Chile and 
to the development of application software, 
6, Before starting the feasibility stuc^ in Santiago, a visit was paid 
to the United Nations International Computing Centre at United Nations 
Headquarters in New York, where I met tir, P,J, lioftus. Director of the 
Statistical Office, During my work in Santiago I maintained close contact 
with Mr, Gustaaf Loeb, Chief of the Statistical Division of ECLA, and 
during his stay in April, with Mr, Gunnar H, Berggren, United Nations Inter-
Regional Adviser on Computer Methods, Regular meetings took place with a 
committee consisting of Mrs, Maria Benson, former Chief of the ECLA Library, 
Mr, José Ibarra, Deputy Chief of ILFES Training Programme, and íâr, Pedro Sainz 
of the same Programme. Among many others viio contributed to this study 
the valuable assistance of Mr. Ricardo Luna, Chief of the SCIA Public 
Administration Unit, should be mentioned. Of course, the responsibility 
for the conclusions rests with the consultant only, 
7» Special attention was paid to the information storage and retrieval 
system. The expert to make a stutfy in depth on this subject will arrive 
in Santiago in mid-June 1970 for a three-month stay. However, from the 
information alrea(fy obtained from Mr. G.S, Martini, Chief Documentation 
Division, Dag Hammarskjold Library, New York, the presently available techniques 
and the development trends in this field, it was possible to estimate the 
computer facilities which should be available to the centre ;̂ dth ample provision 
for further extensions to cope with future developments. 

/(b) Conclusions 
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(b) Conclusions and recomiaendatlons 
8* The following are the conclueions and rçconmendaticais which emerge 
from this reports 

(1) Instead of a leader in developnient, ECIA and the other United Nations 
agencies in Santiago are imder-developed themselves in applying 
computer methods» On the other hand the Universities at Santiago 
and the Government Data-Processing Centre, EMCO, are much more 
advanced and lead the progress in Chile. 

(2) A conventional computer with only card input, working in batdi 
processing mode, could take over the statistical part of ECLA*s 
woric now being done in service. This load alone is not sufficient 
for a computer at EC1Á and the suggestion that it could be done 
just as well in Mew York or Geneva is valid. 

(3) Computaria at ion means operating at a cmpletely different level. 
The productivity of the professional officers experimenting with 
econcmic and social models, can be greatly iiiiproved by introducing 
mai-computer dialogue, ilie duration of projects can be reduced, 
more complex problems can be handled, the output made available 
earlier and the output per man raised. 

(4) Without the aid of a computer the service of the documentation 
centre will gradually degenerate, unable to handle the huge amomt 
of infozroabion received. Computerization is an absolute 
necessity for this work. 

(5) With a computer installed for information storage and retrieval 
purposes, almost the same installation can serve for the other 
applications as well. 

(6) Even the workload in 1972, consisting only of statistical processing 
and heuristic processing by tenainal, makes an ECLA-owned computer 
US$ A4,500 less expansive than working in service. Note: We do 
no expect the computer building to be ready before 1973. 

(7) A c<siç)Uter installed at the ECIA prsnises will have enou^ over-
capacity to allow a great e:}qDansion of the use of computer methode 
at ECIA and the dissemination of this know-how to the Latin 
American Governments. The computer can also serve as a high level 
training centre for the application of computer methods. 

(8) It is strongly recommei^ed that ECLA should take most deteimined 
steps and give constant attention to starting computation* 

/(9) As 
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(9) As soon as possible, a permanent staff to take care of all aspects 
related with the iiiç>lementation of the computation centre should 
be recruited. During the first phase, additional assistance by 
consviltants may be necessary» 

(10) The only manufacturer establiáied in Santiago who can meet the 
desired requirements, both during the preparation phase and in 
the implementation phase, is Burroughs de Chile S^à. 

(11) It is recommoided that, as soon as possible, a few terminals be 
installed with connexion to a Burroughs computer in Santiago 
for sibstantive projects. 

(12) In close co--operation with other United Nations agoicies, the 
computerization of the documentation centre should be started. 

2. Expected advantages of computer use 

(a) Promoting effectivity and productivity 
9» It is clear that the productivity of ECLá and other offices can be 
greatly improved by ajiplying advanced computer techniques. Discussions 
held revealed many applications where the developnent work can benefit 
from computer-aided methods which woTild improve its effectivity and efficiency, 
in the sense that results will become available earlier, before the coiroding 
effect of time has affected the value of the results obtained for further 
application. 
10. The productivity of the professional staff can be raised by a factor 
three or more, if computer capacity with a short turn-around time can be 
offered. This estimate is basee on experience with a large number of 
time-sharing centres in the United States and Europe. A short tum-around 
time means that the results of computation are available to the msn working 
with the computer immediately after a request is made. With advanced 
computer techniques, using teminals in the offices of the professional 
staff, a turn-around time viiich nowadeçys takes a number of days is then 
reduced to the same number of seconds or minutes. This man-computer dialogue 
is of great value to professional staff members involved in experimental 
research work using an heuristic approach. It is only possible with advanced 
computer systons having an operating syston vBiich allows a multitude of 
persons direct access to the computer from remote locations whenever and 
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as long as is necessary. It will not only have the effect of permitting 
final results to be obtained much more quickly, but also of definitely 
enhancing the quality of the results, as all reasonable alternatives can 
be easily tested, 
11. This technique, althovigh very new and advanced, is becoming widely 
put into regular use. Also the Universities at Santiago and the ©iCO (the 
Government Computer Service burea:u) will offer such facilities in the near 
future, 
12. There are many applications within the professional offices at ECIA, 
ILFES, CELADE, PAHO, IIO, UNESCO, etc., that require or can benefit from 
a heuristic approach e.g.: 

- The testing of data on coherency; 
- The testing of computer programs and modification of programs for 
errors; 

- Experimenting with simulation models of economic and social systems, 
also regarding the sensitivity of these models to certain parameters; 

- Information retrieval from the fast-growing files of the Documentation 
Centre, 

13. Till recently a computer was treated as a factory for centraliised 
data processing. Sufficient workload should be provided for the economic 
justification of its e3q5loitation. However, the development of hardware 
and software and the reduction in cost obtained has now reached a stage at 
which computers can play the role for vdaich they were intended, i,e., just 
a tool to serve an enterprise to achieve its goal^. Many constraints 
which prevented computer power from being used as an extension of mental 
power are now lifted. Computer povrer through terminals can now be made 
available v^ere» whenever and as lon^ as it is needed. 
14» The xirriting of programs has become so easy that, with some training, 
the professional staff can write their own programs. The computer system 
accepts programs witten in a symbolic or problem-oriented language not 
very different from a common language. In short, the intermediate services 
hitherto supplied by professional programmers and operators, which involved 
many delays before a program coxxld be executed, have now been replaced by 
automatic services ty the computer operating system through its houskeeping 
programs. 

/15* Consistent 
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15» Consistent with this way of data processing is the fact that the 
professional staff members themselves will do most of îdiat is called 
information analysis, i.e., describing the problems and the algorithms 
in a language that can be vinderstood ty the computer. At this moment 
FORTRAM IV is the most used language for mathematical problems, but several 
other easy-to-learn languages are available. 
(b) Computer requirements for information storage and retrieval 
16, It is a common and widely accepted opinion among experts in information 
storage and retrieval that docxamentation centres of the size and nature of 
the one contemplated in Santiago and váiich are expected to grow so rapidly 
can only operate effectively with the aid of computer facilities, 
17» Such a service cannot be rendered effectively by one United Nations 
centre in Mew York or Geneva in view of the practical difficulties involved. 
Of course, a good division of labour is necessaiy and provision for 
infomation interchange should be made so that the i^ole network can be 
integrated in the interest of better performance and reduction of costs. 
Decentralizing operations does not mean that each centre should develop 
its own retrieval system, starting from scratch. As much as possible, 
the regional centres should benefit from a centralized pilot study in 
this field. 
18, Though the documentation and information retrieval e3q)ert who will 
arrive at the end of June may present detailed suggestions on this aspect, 
the proposed action is based on this generally accepted consideration and 
or the conclusions reached by ̂ ir. Berggren, the Inter-regional Adviser, 
in his report, 
(c) Promotion of standardization and dissemination of know-how 
19» The introduction of computer methods is a necessary contribution to 
the establishment of disciplines and standardization, so much needed for 
further development and integration of Latin America. Without this 
standardization, the dissemination of know-how cannot be promoted efficiently 
either. 
20» The characteristics of the basic statistical information have to be 
more strictly defined vàten it serves as input for computer use. Information 
has to be complete, exactly defined and completely reliable in order to 
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avoid inefficiencies and spoiling of computer time. It should however 
be pointed out that these characteristics are always desirable, and even 
necessary, and that the use of electronic data processing only makes the 
need more important. 
21. îiJhen advanced computer systems id-th remote access are installed at 
key-points, such as Santiago, several other regional centres and United 
Nations agencies located elsevidiere will have access to the ECLA data banks. 
Besides the interchange of information in the form of source data, the 
possibilities of interchange of know-how by computer programs also have 
to be considered. The computer facilities already available at ECIA ̂ d.ll 
motivate the experts to look for programs in their field, now developed 
at an increasing rate in the developed countries, and give them an opportunity 
of experimenting with these programs and of adapting them to the situation 
in Latin America, Without ready and easy access to ccmputer facilities 
the task is too cumbersome to be undertaken. 

3. The present use of computer searvices at ECIA 
and the expected needs 

22« At present, ECIA makes only limited use of computer services through 
different ad hoc methods. Statistical tabiilations are obtained by use of 
services from the IBM Service Bureau and the University of Chile, mathematical 
models are processed with contracted programmer services and use of block-
time, and use is also made of private connexion with SMCO and the 
universities. The most developed stage is reached by CELADE, which has 
its own programming staff' with its own archive of magnetic tapes and a 
room in permanent use at the University of Chile's Computing Centre. 
23» It is obvious that this situation is far from satisî î ing the needs 
of the organization, and it can be said that ECLA is years behind in the 
application of presently available v/ork methods. If this situation continues 
the danger exists that ECLA will be unable to recover its backlog and to 
maintain its position as a pioneer in scientific research on economic and 
social development, 

/24. The 
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24. The same can be said for ILPES, which is partly solving its problems 
through the use of the computer facilities of CENDES, a university institute 
at Caracas, Venezuela, and partly using the University of Chil©»s computer 
with the assistance of a CEIADE programmer. 
25» During ny interviews it was obvious that although some ECLA 
professionals are aware of the potential advantages of the use of modern 
EDP methods, nary are unsufficiently prepared to make full use of it. 
Much training has to be given in order to break throvigh a certain barrier 
of insufficient infomation and in order to create the desirable demand 
for computer services. The present lack of computer use, partly due 
also to financial limitations, should therefore by no means be interpreted 
as an indication that ECLA would not need computer services beyond the 
present limited use. 
26. Obviously, the following forms of computer application are required 
in ECLA and other United Nations agencies in Santiago: 

(a) Statistical and administrative applications! 
(b) Scientific applications; 
(c) Information retrieval; 
(d) Education. 

27* The statistical applications will partly depend on the availability 
of basic information in a directly usable form, e.g., on magnetic tapes. 
Experience has shown that this problem will be easier to solve oixe the 
equipment to xise the information is available. But ECLA should concentrate 
its efforts, in collaboration with countries, on standardizing methods in 
accordance with United Nations Headquarters xirorld reconnaendations on 
concepts and methods. In these circumstances, full use can be made of 
the statistical tool which now is only available in a limited form, and 
all required classifications, breakdowns and calculations of subtotals 
can be reproduced by the computer. We estimate that abotit 300 machine 
hours a year will be necessary for this piu-pose in batch processing in 
ECLA. This estimate includes the expected load of the Statistical Division, 
of related work to be performed at the request of other substantive divisions 
and units, and of administrative work at the Offices of Personnel, Finance 

/and General 
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and General Services. For the preparation work, testing of programmes 
and data consistency, the use of terminals is most appropriate. A same 
nimiber of terminal hours for this man-machine dialogue is estimated for 
this pvirpose. 
2Ô» Scientific applications are required for the work of the majority 
of ECLA's substantive divisions. Though it seems to be prematvire to give 
an estimate for the computer time desirable for this purpose, a rough 
estimate for the number of ho\xrs was based on the discussions with ECLA 
staff and other available information and refers to a situation of two 
years hence, after which ECLA will have become reasonably "computer minded". 
29, A computer is urgently needed for simulation by econometric modals 
and operational research projects. The advice based on the manipulation 
of models has proved to be so valuable, leading to cost savings of such 
large amounts, that countries interested in these projects are in most 
cases willing to pay for the costs of the stu^. It is in this respect 
that the United Nations agencies in Santiago can give a veiy valuable 
contribution to the development of Latin America, Moreover, very valuable 
software on this subject can be obtained from outside research centres, 
but it has to be generalized or modified to meet the specifications of a 
particular project. The work in this field, impossible without a computer, 
is developing fast. In general it can be said that there is almost no 
limit to the application of computer capacity in the scientific field, 
and that the figures have to be based on the constraints presented by 
manpower, funds and tools. Once opened, this field will develop with an 
increasing rate. There is not the slightest doubt that the over capacity 
available during the first phase after the installation of the machine 
will soon be taken up, 
3 0 , The documentation centre is supposed to require roughly 3^000 terminal 
hours a year for the updating of files and 300 terminal hours for the 
consxiltation process. The figxire of 3,000 hours is based on the asstmiption 
that with two visual display terminals 4,000 hours is the maximm amount 
of time available to build up and update the system files. This figure 
may change after the report of the expert working on the information storage 
and retrieval system, 

/3I. It 
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31» It is obvious that a regional developnent centre has a great educational 
task. This educational task is very well expressed ty the recommendations of 
the first Latin American Conference of Government Information Authorities, 
held in Buenos Aires from 1-10 April 1970, The subject is treated in the 
report of Mr. Ricardo luna, "Considerations on the installation of a 
computer centre in ECLA", Santiago, Chile, June 1970 (see annex IV). We 
see the education task of the United Nations agencies in three fields: 

- Education in any field of development through computer pTOgramned 
instructions; 

- Education in a field where computer-aided methods are applied; 
- Education in the use of computers. 

Much has been published about the role a computer can play in education, 
but the high cost of computer time has prevented implementation on a large 
scale. This situation is changing now through the concept of time-sharing, 
which allows many students to work mth the computer concurrently in 
corjversafcional mode, sharing the costs of the system, 
32. As the installation designed for ECIA is a time-sharing system, of this 
kind the United Nations agencies will be well equipped for the educational 
task. For this reason we expect that in the year of installation the required 
number of terminals will have to be reconsidered in accordance with the 
educational projects at that tin^, UNESCO has already some far-reaching 
plans in this direction. 
33, Table 1 presents the expected yearly workload for the computer after 
the fir^t phase, i.e., in 1973. The expected demand is divided into computer 
hotirs and terminal hours. Fbr ECIA and ILFES separate estimates are presented 
for the several application groups. For CELAEE and the specialized agencies 
only over-all estimates are give. The total for 1973 amounts to 1/XX) hours 
computer time and 6,SOO hours with four terminals. This does not include the 
potential requests for use of computer time from outside clients, among whom 
the ECLA's neighbour ESO, the European Southern Observatory, diould be 
mentioned, ESO has expressed a definite interest in buying computer time on 
an ECIA installation, and this fact should be taken into consideration when a 
decision is taken regarding the financial plans. 

A a b l e 1 
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Table 1 

EXPECTED YEARU WORKLOAD AFTER FIRST PHASE 

Batch processing í̂an-fflachine dialogue 
computer hours terminal hours 

ECLA 

Statistical and administrative 
applications 300 300 
Scientific appUcations 200 1 000 
Information retrieval - 3 300 
Education - 400 
Subtotal 500 5 OOP 

ILTES 
Statistical and administrative 
applications 100 100 
Scientific applications 100 600 
Education - 300 
Subtotal 200 1 OOP 

CEIADE ^ 500 
United Nations specialized 
agencies 100 300 

Total 1 OOP 6 800 

34» For 1971 and 1972 a lower estimate of the use is presented, namely 
600 and 800 hours in computer time and 3 #000 and 5>000 hours in terminals, 
respectively. In this respect it should also be ranoubered that ECIA, 
ILFES, CELADE (and others) are presently already using about 500 hours 
of the conqjuter facilities available in Santiago and elsewhere» 

/4* Justification 
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4* Justiílcaticai for the installment of an ECLA 
ccmputer In Santiago 

(a) Centralization versus decentralĵ zaticai of computey faoilj.ties 
35» The Intemational Computing Centre (ICC) in New York is planning 
to install an IBM 360 model 65» This machine has ample overcapacity 
to do all the data processing for ECIA, etc., and periiaps for many more 
Ifaited Nations agencies spread over the world as well. Centralizaticai 
of all data processing i^ould no doubt reduce costs^ duplication in 
programming effort could be more easily avoided, standardization more 
easily applied, etc» 
36, These are basically sound argumaits, but in this stage of development 
such a plan co-old never be put into practice» No human staff exists that 
can handle and co-ordinate the operations required; no human staff can 
provide the handling of requests and programming service to all United 
Nations agencies at once» Such a centre is unable to correct at a 
distorce all the unpredictable errors in data input, which can on3^ be 
corrected on the spot where the data are collected, 
37. The simplest and fastest solution is to look for a computer already 
existing in Santiago» However, if the çosts of a reserved telephone line 
New York to Santiago are not prohibitive, and ICC, New York, is already 
prepared to operate as a tele-service, it mi^t perhaps be possible, 
though not recommended, to connect the terminals to the New York centre» 
The establishing of tele-service at such a distance would impose a very 
heavy burden on the ability of the technical staff of ICC, particularly 
as the aid of a trained and experienced staff is not yet available in 
Santiago, 
38» Peihaps, at a later stage, v4ien world-wide data commuiiication 
networks may offer cheap service, the need for local processing power 
msgr be more or less covered by teminals connected to one huge remote 
United Nations centre» But even th®n, the development trends are already 
pointiag twards another and better solution, i.e., the interconnexion 
of geographically spread ccmputer modules, each serving a certain ai'ea 
or dedicated to a certain task» 

/39. In 
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39* In this respect attention should be drawn to the Henderson report 
on electronic data processing in the United Nati<ais«^ The suggestions 
contained in the presoit report for the establidiment of a ccmputation 
caitre for Latin An erica are in principle completely in line with 
Mr. Henderson's report. There are two points we consider essential: 

(a) lirst, a central body taking care of the syston ccaicept with 
all its implications of research and developnent of software^ 
providing for coapatibility and standardization or, as 
Mr, Henderson put it "a vehicle for necessary and effective 
interorganizational co-operati<Hj and co-ordination in the 
development of data processing systans" (para* 82)• 

(b) Secondly, "The approach must motivate individual organizations 
to use the facilities provided" (para. 15> point ?)• If by 
"facilities" ccmputejvaided methods and application programs 
are meant, the use of sudi facilities is impossible without 
easy access to local computers of the advanced type, without 
ê qjeilenced personnel, and with the presait restraint of small 
budgets for every project undertaken» Motivation cannot be 
cultivated by words only but requires the right environment 
to devalqj and the tools to acccanplish it» 

40, Therefore the suggested plan of action (section 5) is primarily 
intended to create the environment for motivation by: (a) introducing 
ê qjerienced high-level system analysts at the earliest time possible, 
preferably already this yearj (b) introducing man-ccmputer dialogue for 
the substantive activities as socn as there is an advanced ccmputer 
(end of 1970) available in Santiago to which a number of terminals can 
be connected; (c) creating the possibility of obtaining ample computer 
capacity immediately available on easy conditions resulting from the 
overcapacity ejspected when ECLA's own computer is installed. 

1/ United Nations, BUectronic Data Processing in the United Nations 
Family of Organizations» by A.M. Henderson, vol, I, A Concept 
for Effective Growth and Utilization (May, 1970). 

/a. If 
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If there is a sincere interest in the IMted Nations to motivate 
the use of computep-aided methods, it implies that the barriers now 
killing hianan motivation have to be lifted, even at the cost of some 
local overcapacity» This overcapacity will fade away when development 
takes off* 
(b) Participar reasons for the control of the ccmputer centre by the 

phited Nations Ifi Santiag^ 
42» Confidential dat,a» It is not eai^ to persuade all latin teerican 
countries to provide full information about the economic and social 
situation. iSlthough in a good time-sharing system the infomation stored 
in the system can be protected against illegitimate access frwn outside* 
this protection cannot be provided at the Goitre itself. For this 
reason, J it is advisable ttiat the centre shoxild be run by the United 
Nations personnel* 
43« Cost savings. The conputezwbased infozmation storage and retrieval 
system will require the permanent use of a considerable amount of mass 
storage and the handling of many tapes*- As soon as computer facilities 
are pe^anqntly used, private ejqjloitation will be much cheaper and easier 
tdian tele-service» 
44» Creating an enviroment fof development stimulation. It is the 
merit of the proposed system that, thanks to the sophisticated 
operating systems now available, processing power otherwise inaccessible 
and lost can now be made available to many users simultaneously. As a 
custcaner of such tele-service ^stan ECLA would only help to make 
profits for the supplier of the time-faring service. Hovrever, having its 
own system, ECU will be in the favourable position of distributing 
surplus capacity to e:q)erts with initiative and bri^t ideas, which 
additional use does not increase e:ig3loitation coste. This will greatly 
stimulate much needed devduOpment. Applying for computer capacity whoa 
working in service would require the writing of appropriation requests 
to get funds, vftiich, at an early stage of development, is very difficult 
to do and is very time-consuming, both in pr^aration and in approval 
procedures. 
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45. Bweiybody who is aware of the directiorn in which ccmputer methods 
are developing and is also aware of the tremendous rate of development 
knows how important, easy and cheap access to ccmputeivfacilities is 
for BCLA» 
(c) Supnaaiy 
46, Taking all these points into consideration, the installation of 
a computer in Santiago is already justified as the only technical 
solution to a vety urgettit problem. Moreover, the installation of a 
conputer in Santiago can also be justified for reasons of eccsicmy* The 
Ddnlmuni system able, in a qualitative sense to handle the information 
storage and retrieval problem mentioned can, viien equipped with a caM-
reader and high-speed line printer, easily deal with the large volumes 
of data for statistical purposes as well* In 1973 the United Naticms 
agencies in Santiago will need seme 000 hours for batch processing, 
Í4ep, half a shift on a conventional computer. Double that load makes the 
compirter econcmically justified for batch processing alone. 
47. However, with a very few additional facilities, i»e», a good 
operating system and a dozen teiminals, the same equipment can offer the 
much needed computer service with short tum«around time right in the 
offices of the professional staff* The teminals can be used for the 
many operations, so typical of a development centre such as: working 
and experimenting with simulation models, testing data for coherent, 
education, computer^checked data-inpiit and mar^ other applications now 
merging from tim&-^aring e^erioice all over the world* 
48, From the statistics of running time-sharing centres of the size 
proposed, it can be learned that the e3q)loitation of such a system Is 
justified with a load of 50 teiminal hours a dsy. We think that the 
load of the Santiago o&xtre in 1973 can be estimated at about 25 terminal 
hours a day, 
49» As all the three seiTdces run here on the same equipaent, using 
the same operating personnel at the centre, an economical exploitation 
can easily be obtained the combined load* 

/ 5 . P k a 
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5« Plan of action 

50. This cáiapter contains suggestions on the several devaLcpaent 
phases in the installation of the coii9)Uter and indicates the steps to 
be taken during these phases. The United Nations ccmputation centre 
for Latin America in Santiago vd.ll be built in two main phases: 
preparation and installationd 
(a) The preparatim phase 
51* The first st^^ to be tak^ as aom as possible^ is to recruit 
at least two highly qixalified fiystem analysts who will have to prepare 
the LMted Nations agencies in Santiago for the use of computer methods. 
This aan be done by education, by motivation, by making further detailed 
and more specific feasibilities studies, and by giving every form, of 
support needed to get the professional staffs acquainted with computers. The 
computer manufacturer w H l be glad to organize training courses at ECLA 
without additional cost. 
52, llie second step is to rent and to connect at least two teminals 
to existing computers in Chile offering ccmpxiter capacity in the 
dialogue mode to ECLA and ILF^, "fíiis step is veiy important to: 

- Train professional staff members in writing their cwn programs 
and in operating the ccmputer throu^ tennináls» 

« Ebqjerjiment with tezminals* As wozicing through on line terminals 
is beccMing widespread and coioaonly accepted^ better and cheaper 
terminals will be announced, from 1970 on« It is recommended 
•Uiat a final decisicai about the type of terminals diould be 
postponed as long as possible* 

- Testing the manufacturers* software. For the time being visual 
display tenninals vith provisions for obtaining hard copy output 
are contemplated also for the documentation centre. 

At the same time another tenainal diould be installed for CELAEE on 
its ovn premises. 
53» The third step would consist of the installation of an additional 
tenninal in the library, for ihe informatic» storage and retrieval ^sten. 
•Riis terminal would start with the testing and implmentation of the 
informaticai storage and retrieval systen. 

/(b) prpjaniainfi 
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(b) Organizing for information processing and know-how intercharû e 
54» The second phase starts with the installation of the Cctmdssion*s 
own computer in the newly built documentaticai centre on the ECIA premises. 
The first step within the second phase is to make the ̂ stem ItiUy 
<^erational. With ançile ccanputer capacity and eaqperienced personnel now 
available, computerization of the woiic can now be accelerated. 
55- The next step is to widai the scope of the United Nations ccaî utatiqni 
centre in Santiago from giving only local services to serving as a 
regional centre for Latin America in the sense eaipressed by the General 
Assembly at its twenty-third session \Aen adppting resolution 2458 (XSCHI), 
in vftiich the Secretaiy General was requested prepare a report which 
wiU give special consideration to the situation of the developing countries 
with regard to: 

(a) The results already obtained and the needs and prospects for 
the use of electronic computaos in accelerating the ja-ocess of 
economic and social develojsaentj 

(b) The various forms vhich internactional action may take to 
intensify co-operation in the field of computersj 

(c) The role which the United Nations can play in promoting 
international co-operati<m in that field, with emphasis on 
questions ccxicerning the transfer of technology, the training 
of personnel and tedinical equipment," 

56. In this phase the computation centre for Latin America will become one 
•f the sub-centres of a United Nations network for information interchange 
by its data base for know-how dissemination throtigh its library of selected 
progrsans» The educational task, in particular, for the application of 
ccanputer methods will become relatively more important. This report has 
not made estimates for the future personnel needed for this ptarpose. It 
is not expected that the computer facilities would need much expansion or 
renovation for this pia-pose, except for the kind and number of terminals. 
The recommendations of the first Latin American Conference of Government 
Information Authorities held at Buenos Aires, 1-10 April 1970. (see report 
of Mr. Ricard Luna, op. cit» annex 2V). give an illustration of the role a 
United Nations regional computation centre can play in the developnent of 
ccmputation in Latin Aoaerica. 

/(c) Place 
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(c) Place of the computer centre within the United Nations 
organizations in Santiago 

57. In view of its typical service characteristic, the centre should be 
awailable to all divisions of ECLà, H i ^ , CELADE and all the United Nations 
agencies located in Santiago. Therefore it is recommended that it will receive 
functional guidance frcm a computer steering committee with representatives 
appointed by the main custoners of the centre. 
58* When, after 1973* the scope of the computation centre is widened 
to include the provision of cmputer-aided methods to the Goveznments of 
the Latin American region the centre will take on the character of a 
substantive professional office» To clarify the miscellaneous charecteristics 
of the computation centre it can be said that it supplies: 

- Conçjlete programming aid said operating service to the general 
service departments, and batch processing service to the offices 
engaged in statistical work} 

- Automatic computer service through teminals to the document at icai 
centr© and the offices for research and developaenti 

- Educational service to Goverments in Latin America, through 
the ̂ plication of software packages, courses, dmonst rat ions, etc«j 

- Information service from its data base to other regional centres. 
(d) General comnents 
59, The preparatory work to enable ECIA to step into the ccanputer world 
does not end with this report; it has only just started» Although the 
impact of many aspects of a local and interregional character have already 
been taken into account, much still remains to be done» Constant care 
should be taken to push this project throu^. The dynamic growth in the 
kind and number of cQnç)uter applications, the opening of new fields of 
activity, the expected announc®nent of new tenninal equipment, all will 
require constant attenticai and modification of the plan of action. 
60, The plan may be considered ambitious, but a more modest approach 
will spoil 80 per cent of the performance for a 20 per cent reduction 
in costs. UNESCO, WHO, ILO, ITU and IAEA are now updefibing and expanding 
conqjuter facilities. lii order to aiable ECLA to co-operate effectively 
with such agencies and to make the interchange of know-how technically 

/possible, EKLA 
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possible, BCIA should aim at least at the same level of sophistication. 
A greater step and accordiiig3;y a greater effort is required now than if 
ECLA had entered the computer field a few years earlier. 
6 1 , For ECIA, computerization means operating at a conçjletely different 
level. Without thaet, the role of BCIA in the developient of Latin America 
will gradually fade away, for it vdll be unable to bridge the development 
gap between obsolete and modem techniques in its own organization* 

6. Suggested computer configuration; equimaitA 
personnel and accomodation 

(a) Cranputer configuration and quotations received 
62» A draft configuration of the system needed was sent to Burroughs, 
IBM and NCR, the OTiy computer firms with agencies in Santiago (see 
annex ll)» The configuration to be proposed was not difficult to design. 
The minimm installation to be considered would have to meet the 
qualitative requirements, i.e., the simultaneous processing of the mix 
of jobs typical for ECLA. At this level the quantitative aspect could be 
neglected. Typical hardware features for such an e<5piipment are: relatively 
large working store (about 200 K bytes), large random access mass storage 
(about 40 M bytes) and on-line teminals. Hie size of the mass storage 
can be debated. Burroughs made a generous offer to install 100 million 
t^es at once for a considerably reduced cost. Although this size is not 
needed at the beginning, we recoimaend the acceptance of this offer. Big 
and fast mass stores are a basic need when establishing data-bases, 
program libraries and information storage and retrieval systems. 
6 3 . Because in the quantitative aspect SOLA us tmder^eveloped, we laid 
great enphasis on starting as soon as possible in order to make up arrears 
and to develop enou^ workload to make an ECLA-owned ccsnputer econmically 
justified at the time of installati(»i. We have expressed this idea many 
times in the plan of action. 
64 . From the three caaputer firms invited, only Burrovighs could meet 
the requirements to the full extent, in particular for the caning years. 
Significant for the situation in Santiago is that ÍÍÍCO, vç> till now the 
greatest IBM exist oner, has ordered two Burrou^s computers for applications 
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similar to those that are typical for ECIA. As the fii?st of these coiputers 
will already be installed in September 1970, it offers the possibility 
to connect some of tJie ECIA. terminals to this computer or to other 
Burroughs installations in Santiago. 
65. No other manufacturer coid-d offer such a solution. Moreover, IBM 
is only offering teimnal services with AEL language and could not accept 
Fortran parograms working from terminals» This is unacceptable for ECL/U 
the Burrou^s operating system is very advanced and efficient, and the 
price is moderate in comparison with IBM. Moreover, Bxirroughs offered 
a 25 per cent discount, with the result that the B 3500 installation 
will be ÜS$ 500,000 cheaper than the comparable IBM installation. 
Burroughs is well establii^ed in Latin America, it has also a factory in 
Brazil. Without acceptable alternatives and witíi a very attractive 
proposal from Burroughs we have no hesitation in recommending that ECIA 
should proceed with Burrou^s. The figures in our estimates are based 
on the Burrou^s quotation, 
(b) Terminals 
66. Neither Burroughs, nor IBM nor NCR could offer us low-priced 
terminals conçiarable with the Teletype 33 in common use with the General 
Electric tim&-sharing systems. As there is not much choice we have to 
accept the much higher priced visual-display stations, bub, in ccMapensation, 
these provide faster communication, at least frcm computer to user. 
Facilities for hard copy output shoxild be provided, for the information 
storage and retrieval system. 
67» We consider the acquisition of the four teminals in the first phase 
of the plan of action as a preliminary choit» for the first two years. 
The kind and number of terminals will demand further study, also because 
we expect the announcement of bett®r and lower priced terminals in the 
near future. It is inpossible to make an exact estimate of the terminal 
costs after 1972. The expected number of terrainals after 1973 could 
increase to 20 or more. 

/68. No 
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68, No concrete recommendation is presented on the choice between 
purchasing or renting the equipanent. The benefits of one solution 
are balanced against the benefits of the other, but they are different. 
Renting gives more freedom to change from one computer manufacturer to 
another, and the custcmer is in a somevAiat stronger position in negotiations 
with the supplier. As differences between the equipments are becoming 
less and the econ<Hnic l i fe cycle of coHçjuter equipment is becoming 
longer, purchase is eapected to be more profitable. The choice between 
purchasing and renting will depend on the conditions of the financial 
resources to be «stained, and on the Chilean tax import duties and 
regulations. However, tezminals, specially desi@ied for ccmputer usage 
have only just been fully developed. Ccaapetition and mass-production 
are expected to result in price decrease in a few years. Therefore we 
advise renting the terminals» 
(c) PersonneQ. 

General considerations 
69* The United Nations agencies in Santiago are mainly involved in 
scientific development studies. The organization must be such as to create 
an environment that will stimulate development. It is well known that the 
worst environment for research and development is created vtoen the man 
responsible for operations is made manager of the centre. This situation 
should be avoided at any cost. 
70, However, researdi and development work is done to achieve results 
and to reach goals» Every planning and implementation cycle can therefore 
only be coii5)lete with the inclusicai of an evaluation function with 
feedback to the planning cycle and reporting to a higher level. Feedback 
can easily be obtained by combining the functions of systaa design and 
prograngning with evaluation of ayston performance. Restilts shovLLd be 
reported to the steering committee mentioned ixi paragraph 57, The 
manager of the computation centre has to be selected from the application 
support and development group of the centre. The organization of the 
centre has two levels of hierarchy?^ 

2/ This holds good both for a hierarchy in process functions and for 
a hierarchy in authority» 

/First (highest) 
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First (highest) leveli program creation - implementation - evaluat4.(si 
of system perfomancej 

Second level (whicài is a further differentiation of the inçilementation 
function)* scheduling ~ machine operations - chedcing 

of outputs. 
71. In view of the rapid development of computation centres in Chile, and 
the urgent need for the United Nations agencies in Santiago to get used to 
computer-aided methodŝ  the organization of a computation centre at ECIA 
should start as soon as possible and not wait t i l l a madiine can be 
installed on the ECIA pr«aises« The computation functions to be performed 
are discussed below. . . . 

(1) üjiformation analysis 

72, One of the features of modern conçjutation in conversational mode 
is that programming is becoming so easy and probloa-oriented that the 
professional staff members are able to express solutions to their problems 
direotly in the form of a conqiuter program. Therefore the information 
analysis task, i . e . , to find a soluti<ai for sme substantive problem 
through the computer, will mainly be performed by regular staff working at 
the different United Nations agencies, such as EGLA, ILFES and at GELADE, etc. 

(2) Application support and development 

73, To educate and to support the scientist in the use of problem-oriented 
and ^nibolic languages, to provide programming aid \iAen necessary, etc. , 
a central body of explication support analysts should be created; it will 
form the nucleus of the computations centre ozganization. 
74. Other tasks of the application svçjport and developaent group ares 

- To ke^ records of al l computer programs and application software 
developed at the United Nations agencies in Santiago; to see that 
programs are well described and documented; to distinguiái 
between ia?ograms of incidental value and those of general value} 
to inform other United Nations agencies about the availability 6f 
this application software; to inform Latin American Governments 
about the programs and methods available; 

/- To collect 
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- To collect and prepare catalogues of programs in the fiaLd of 
applications covered by the United Nations agencies in Santiago 
from other sources such as United Nations centres outside Latin 
America and other scientific centres} 

- To discuss with United Nations agency experts in Santiago this 
know-how can contribute to the studios undertaken at Santiago? 

- To promote standardizati<xi, vdienever appropriate. 
Application support and development may start with two ejqjerienced 
system analysts and will gradually enlarge its field of work after 
the computer has been installed to become a Latin American software 
house to serve the Governments vdth ccanputer-aided methods 
according to needs* 

(3) Computer systea soft vare group 

75, As operating systoas and standard system software for remote, 
multi-, and direct access are supposed to be supplied by the computer 
manufacturer, this group can be kept snail» However the computation 
centre must act as a coiantfflppart, at an equal level, to the manufacturer, 
and must be able to adapt and modify the ^sten to the needs of the 
centre, to handle new operating systems, etc. Two system software 
programmers are required, one of whom could devote himself to the 
iirplementation and modification of the United Nations information storage 
and retrieval system, now being developed by the Dag Hamraerskjold Library, 
New Iork« The system software programmers will report directly to the 
manager of the computation centre. The systea prograamers will also 
participate in applicaticai prograsming when circumstances require* It 
is not expected, at this moment, that the number of syst^ progranmers 
win be enlarged as the centre develops. 
76. The further development of the application support and developaent 
group depends on the future role BCLA will play in the development of 
compvcter ^plications in Latin Merica and the role the coaputation 
centz^ will have in the United Nations network for infozmaticsi and counter 
program interchange. As this is not known at present, no firm figures 
can be given for after 1973* 

¡11, The 
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77. The following is a spammary of the personnel requirements*^ 
(a) During the first phase; Grade Annual Salaiy 

1 Manager Computation Centre P5 $' 25*000 
2 i^jplication Analysts P4 40,000 
2 Systera. Progranmers P3 32,000 
1 Secret pry GS-6 4i500 

$ 101,500 
(b) After the ingtallation of ECIA»s ovan computer the following 

operating personnel vdll also be necessary? 
1 Chief Çonçuter Roam GS-8 , 8,000 
1 Tspe Librarian GS-6 4,500 
¿ Operators GS-5 6,000 

Total Phase 2 $ 122,000 
•" i'" 

(d) Accornmodetj.on 
76« The time when computer rocsas were built like diow rooms has gone 
past. For functional ree ŝons, temperature should be as constant as 
possible, and the equipment should not be e;q)Osed to direct sunlight. 
A computer roan in the basement would be a good solution. Modem oonqjuters 
have only very few persons working in the madiine room. False flooidng 
and suspended ceilings are no longer necessary, but this point should be 
discussed with the manufacturer. 
79, Air conditioning shoxild have excess power to peimit esqpansioni the 
same holds true for the emergency generator. It is not expected that 

2 
more than 130 m will be needed for the computer rom. The canputation 
centre shoi^d have a lectvire room for 50 students, a conference rocau 
for 15 people, and working acccanmodation for about 10-25 people. Also 
10 working cells, each equipped with a working table, tenninal black-
board, and tvfo chairs are reconmaaded. 

^ As it will be difficult to find persons with the right qualificationsj 
rather attractive conditions will have to be offered also to 
younger persons. 
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so. The costs for furniture and non-expendable svçiplies are estimated 

as foUov/s: 
Item Quantity 

Magnetic tape reels 750 14,500 
File cabiJiets/4 drawer 1 320 
Tape cabinets - 1,000 tape capacity 15 2,500 
Card cabinets - 900,000 card capacity 1 1,000 
Tape, card and paper cards 5 200 
Typewriters 2 1,000 
Decollator 1 500 
Burster JL 500 
Card racks 10 1,000 
Tape carriers 10 620 
Terminal projector ^ 1 1,000 
Office furniture 10,000 
Miscellaneous 2,860 

369OOO 

81, The costs for site preparation are estimated as follows: 

Generator to handle air conditioning and 
coiiç>uter 

Air conditioning 
Recorders 
Mscellaneous site preparation 

9,000 
25,000 

700 
-10,200 

45,000 

Further yearly supplies should be budgeted at $ 20,000 after the 
installation, but at $ 10,000 for the first two years. 

¡J To project terminal display onto a screen for demonstration purposes^ 

/(e) Total 
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(e) Total costs 
Ô2. In the years 1970 throu^ 1972 the United Nations agencies in Santiago 
are expected to continue to.work in service. To allow for a comparison 
between the costs of working in service and the eoqjloitation of an 
organization's own caaputer, the assumptions made about expected workloads 
in 1971 and 1972 are repeated in table 2. 

Table 2 

EKPECTED WCaiKLQADS, 1971 AND 1972 

1971 1972 
Cmputer 
hows 
batch 

Tenninal 
hours 

C^puter Terminal 

batch 

Document atrion centre 
for filing updating 

All other ^plications 600 
Total 60Q 

2 000 
1 000 800 

800 

3 000 
2 000 
5 OOP 

Note; The average rate for one batch processing hour is US$ 200»-
and for one terminal hour 15»-

83« The Documentation Centre has also to pay for mass storage, vdiich 
is to be rented from the supplier for a price estimated at two times 
the costs of the equipment. 

For 1971 costs for random access storage 20 M l^tes are 
estimated at ÜS$ 15,000 

and for 1972 (40 M bytes) 22,000 
The rental costs of 4 terminals are $ 11,200 a year. 

84. Based on these assumptions, the total costs for the years 1971«'19?5 
may be estimated as áiown in table 3, 
85» The costs of the terminal hours for t îdating files at the docmentation 
centre can be reduced by working off-line. The difference in cost between 
use of service and use of own equipment can be seen by comparing the figures 
for ccmputer lease and maintenance in 1974 ($ 19?,000) with the figures 
for r«itals in 1972 ($ 257,000), i . e . , $ 65,000, minus the cost of operating 
personnel, indicated in paragraph 77> to the amount of $ 20,500* 

/Table 3 
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Table 3 

TOTAL COSTS OF A UNITED NATIONS COMPUTATION CENTRE 
IN SANTIAGO, 1971-1975 
(United States dollars) 

Service EdlA computer 
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

Computer lease 1?4 5SS 174 5Ô8 174 5B8 
£M.nt enano e 17 316 17 316 17 316 
Air freight and insurance 15 000 
Batch processing hours 120 000 160 000 
Terminal hours, f i le updating 
Documentation Centre 30 000 45 000 
Terminal hours, other 
applications 15 000 30 000 
Mass storage rentals 15.000 22 000 
Terminal rentals 11 200 11 200 30 000 40 000 50 000 
Personnel 101 500 101 500 122 000 122 000 175 000 
Ancillaiy equipment 6 000 6 000 6 000 
Furniture and non-expendables 36 000 
Site preparation 45 000 
Supplies, e:!q5endable 10 000 10 000 20 000 20 000 30 000 

Totals 302 700 ?79 700 467 904 ?79 904 A52 904 
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Annex I 

LIST OF INTERHESiS 

1, New York 

Mr» P,J, Loftus 

Mr, S« Cashton 

Miss Helen Seymour 

Mr. G.S# Martini 

Mr, Jacob Mosak 

Mr, Carlos Dabezies 

Director, Statistical Office of the 
United Nations 

Assistant Director-inr-charge, Internationál 
Computing Centre 

Deputy Director of Poli<gr Go-ordination, 
Office of the Controller 

Chief, Documentation Division, 
Dag Hanmarskjold Library 

Deputy to the Iftider^ecretary-General 
in chaise of economic planning, 
projections and policies ^ 

ELanning and Evaluation Section, Office 
of Technical Co-operation 

2, 

(a) nAmmission for Latin America (ECLA) 
Mr, Carlos Quintana Kxecutive Secretary 
Mr, Jorge Alcázar Assistant Director, Office of the 

Executive Secretary 
Mr, Ricardo Lima Chief, Public Administration Unit 
Mr, Eric Calcagiu} Economic DevaLopanent and Research Division 
Mr, Francisco Azorin Chief, Economic Projections Centre 
Mr, Marshall Wolfe Chief, Social Affairs Division 
Mr, César Peláea Social Affairs Division 
Mr, Roberto Matthews Chief, Industrial Development Division 
Mr. Daniel Bitrân Industrial DeveLojanent Division 
Mr, Stanley Braithwaite Chief, Special Studies Section 
Mr, Nicasio Perdono Deç»uty Chief, Trade Pdlicy Division 
Mr. Luis Lépez Joint ECLA/FAO Agriculture Division 
Mr, Eduardo García Chief, Natural Resources and 

Energy Programme 
Mr, Jules Dekock Chief, Transport Programme 
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Mr. Gustaaf Loeb Chiefs Statistical Division 
Mr» Mario Movarec Chief, External Trade Statistics Section 
Mr. Donald Kennedy Chief, Division of Administration 
Mrs, Maria Benson Chief Idbrarlan (xmtil 30 April) 
Mrs. Lilian Ewer De^ty Chief Librarian 

(b) Latin American Institute for Economic and Social Planning (iLFgS) 
Mr, Benjamin Hopenhayn Chief, Projects Division 
Mr, José Ibarra Deputy Chief, Training Division 
Mr, Pedro Sain® Training Division 
Mr, Norberto GonaHez Chief, Research Division 
Mr, Juan Ayaa Research Division 
Mr, Angel Pucaraccio CĤ AIíE Officer, assigned to Research 

Division project 
Mr, Mario Testa Health Planning Course 

(c) Latin American Demoeranhlc Centre (CELADE) 
Mr. Jorge Somoza Deputy Director 
Mr, Valdecir López Expert in demography 
Mr, Albert Struyk Expert in demography 

(d) 9t^,ra 
(±) United Nations 

United Nations DeyeloDn»Tit (WTOP'̂  
Ifr, Luis Maria Bamireis-Boettner Resident Representative 
Mr, Paul Frings Deputy Resident Representative 

International Labour Organisation (3X0) 
Mr, Jorge Ricca Deputy Chief, E C L A / I L O 

Liaison Office 

Pood ^ o ,̂ l̂ fíe \JnX%ed (FAQ) 
Mr, John Mena Regional Officer 

Organization (UNBSCO) 
Mr, Jacques Torfs Educational Planning Officer 

Pnlted Nations Childrenta Fund fUNICEp̂  
Mr, Victor RafiL Montesino-s Progranne Officer 
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(U) NoM^r4te4 N^t^on^ 
Nal̂ çnal, Centre, phî e (EMOO) 
Mr, Efrain Frledtnann 
Mr. Mario Pardo 
Mr, Keith Pendray 

Vr^v^rsitf of Chî e 
Mr* René Peralta 

g^milP? ghjUe 
Mr. BoUo 

General Manager 
Chief, Training Department 
United Nations expert in 

oomp\itation 

Director, Conçjutation Centre 

Director, Gcaiçmtation Centre 

Representatives of IBM. Burroughs and NCR 

Qbserv^tgnr (S^) 
Mr. Bengt E. Westerland Director in Chile 
Mr. Janes Richard Astronomer 
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ânnex IX 

ECO 621/1(2) 

Santiago, 11 May 1970 

Dear 
Our feasibility study for BCLA and associate U.N, agencies in 

Santiago has now reached a stage in which we are able to discuss 
with you the computer configuration that is supposed, to meet EdiA's 
reqtiirements. We should like to receive a preliminary cost estimate 
and to discuss arrangements to meet ijaimediate requirements for 
computer facilities e*g< installation of one or more tenninals at 
the ECLA site. , . 

As you may need some preparation before entering into 
discussions I enclose you a draft description that may offer some 
guidance. 

As I am rather pressed to proceed with the stxidy I vrould 
appreciate you to contact me as soon as possible. 

Sincerely yours. 

H*R. Mantz 
Computer Consultant to ECLA 

This letter was sent to the representatives in Santiago of 
Burroughs, IBM and NCR. 
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COMPUTER COKFIGURATION FOB ECJLÁ AND SRARIMJ BODIES 

Pr^iminary Considerations 

1. Central processing Unit 
A 256 Kb workingstore is reconanended to house an advanced operating 

^stem capatOLe of providing for multiprogranming. 
Programmes to be run simultaneously are fort 
- Information storage and retrieval by visual display terminal, 

together with character-printer for hard-copy output; 
- Testing and debugging of programs written in Fortran or 
- Experimenting with economic and other sinmlation models requirii^ 

about 20 Kb space in workingstore each; 
- Running a batcb^processing program with magn-tape input and line-

printer output; 
- Card to magnetic tape conversions; 
- Duplication of tapes. 
At least three programs diotild be able to run simultaneously. 

Operati)Tg in time-sharii^ mode is under consideration, 
- Floating point arithmetic should be provided either by hardware 

or software, 
ELease specify operating times» 

2» Card readey 
A high speed card-reader of about 800 cards/minute should be provided, 

3« Line-printer 
1_,000 linsa/minute, I 3 6 or I 6 O characters/line. Good quality output 

should be provided, at least at reduced speed,which can be used directly 
(without re-typing) for reproduction pwposes, 

4* Magnetic tape controller 
As source data are received from mar̂  other centres, it is reconanendai 

that any type of tape can be read. However if this facility requires 
considerable extra investment, conversion, e.g., of 7 track tapes to 
9 track tapes, may be done elsewhere. It is expected that the other centres 
in future will provide 9 track tapes. The minimum number of tapestations 
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req\ilrecl are 4 MT, 9 track, ca 60 kb/sec, SOO and 1,600 BPÍ. The other 
two tapestations to provide for conversion are optional. The controller 
shoiJld have two channels to the CPU to provide for simultaneous reading 
and writing. Please speciiy price-difference between 1 ch and 2 ch controller, 

5. S ^ q a ^Qcess mâ s, 
Information storage axú retrieval requires a readily accessible data-base 

of at least 20 million bytes on an removable discpack. Besides that min. 
8 million bytes on another discpack is required for other purposes, such as 
prograram.e library, storing the operating system, space for overla.o ,̂ etc. 
It is known that more and ncre customers are going to use h i^ capacity 
disc stores instead of magnetic card storage dôvices. 

6, Multiline controller and on-line terminals 
The terminal for the documentation centre shoxiLd provide for one or 

2 visual displegr units for search purpose and one high speed character^ 
printer if hard copy is required. At the moment 30 ch/sec printers are on 
the market. For research and development applications, vrorkir̂  In 
conversational mode is emphasized. Visual displays are reconmended, either 
with or without connected characteiv-printers. As hard copy output can ~ with 
some delay - also be obtained through the already available line-printer, 
the character printers are not needed to start vdth. As the v^ole world 
of conversational mode is in rapid development, new and lower priced teminals 
are expected to ccane on the market soon, e .g. , the Viatron teminal. As the 
use of terminals, espèciaUy with ECLA, will probably increase rapidly, an 
operating system offering time-sharing facilities will favour the choice of 
a certain type of conçíuter. The coupling of many terminals through a 
multiplexer in party lirw mode (with polling selecting) vrlll be useful for 
processing surveys (censuses) ard for educational purposes. The availability 
of proven software for operating terminals will influence the choice of 
the computer. 
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Smbolic languages 
As ECLA is topically an internationally oriented organization, working 

in the vast area of Latin America and co-operating with United Nations 
agencies all over the vorld, standardization is highly favoured. At least 
Fortran IV should be available in conversational mode, also a Gobol 
Compiler is required. 

Santiago, 7th May 1970 
M.R. M¿itz 
Computer Consultant to ECLA 



Annex III 

GLOSSARY CF TESMS USED 

Application software 
The program devoted to a specific application, also called user 
programs• 

Batch processing 
Mass processing of data. Data vihich can be handled and processed 
by the same computer program are collected in batches (groups) to 
pass through the computer in one run* 

Note; Batch processing is ccanmonly used for the statistical and administrative 
data processing but is not very well adapted to other applications. 

Com r̂utation centre 
Ths centre which is dealing with all the problems related to 
computer applications in an organization. 

Gcggputer centre 
The term computer ccaatre is reserved for the building or room, where 
the computer is located. 

Computer hour 
One hour charged to the customer for running a program on a 
computer not equipped for computer time-sharing» See Terminal hoxir. 

Conversartional mode 
Direct and immediate contact between person and canputer for 
man-machine dialogue. 

Data-bank 
The equipment containing the data-base(s)» 

Datar-base 
The collection of source data used for many applications. 

Effectivitv 
Related to the reaching of an objective» 

Efficiency 
Related to the perfarmance/price ratio* 
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Hardware 
Other term for equipmait» 

Heuristic approach 
Used in experiments based on the trial and error method. The 
next step to be performed depends on the result obteàned» 

Information storage and retrieval̂ , system 
A (computer) systan to store information so that it can easily 
be retrieved (by a computer)» 

Multi-direct and reiaote access 
Features of a computer designed for working in conversational mode. 

Operating system 
The program(s) for the internal housekeeping system of a computer» 
Modern computers allowing simultaneous processing of a nianber of 
computer programs have a complicated housekeeping systema 

Productivity 
Related to a performance standard, in this r^ort in particular 
to hman performance. 

Program 
Ccmputer program, i . e . , a sequesQce of instructions iiáiich enables a 
computer to process data. 

Programme 
List of objectives and/or steps to attain certain objectives. 

Software 
General tern for the coUectiOTi of programs to be used with the 
equijsaent. 

System-̂ software 
The programs not related to a specific application but to the 
general abilities of the computer as a data processing sysrbem, 
such as sorting, editing, conversion from card to tape, data 
transmission, compiling, etc. 
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Teminal 
A device connected to a computer to establish man-computei* dialogue. 

Terminal hour 
One how charged to the customer for access to the computer through 
a teiminal. Hourly speaking, the central processing unit iá 
oiily used one or two minutes during that time. As a computer can 
serve many terminals simultaneously the rate of a terminal hour 
is a fraction of a ccmputer hour, e.g. , 7 per cent, depend3.ng on 
the number of terminals the ^stem can haftdle. See Computar hour. 

Testing of programs 
I o make the program free of errors. 

Visual display 
The results are displayed on a television screen (oscilloscope). 
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UN - ECLA Santiago, Chile 
Pul3lio Administration tiiit jime I97O 

COWSIDÍEAIECOKS ON BIB INSTâLLâHON OP A (XDMPlHEEl CEÑIRE IH ECU 

Introduction 

ihere is a real possibility that a computer centre will shortly 
"be installed in ECLA, and if it is it will undoubtedly considerably 
improve the work done by the various IMted Ifetions agencies in 
Santiago. In view of this possibility, it is as well to furnish some 
brief infoimation about electronic computers and their applications, 
particularly in the field of public admirdstration* 

II« l^e Ifaited nations and the computer 
Por several years a number of TMited Nations departments at 

Headquarters have been interested in acquiring a theoretical and practical 
knowledge of the use of computers, Ihe following studies have been issued 
by the Public Administration Division in the last five yearw^ 
Mechanized Data Processing in Government Operations -• a preliminary 
appraisal for developing countries, II9 pp., 1964; Orientation Cotarsa 
in Mechanized Data Processing, 129 PP»» 1966? Studies Preceding the 
Acquisition of Mechanized I>ata Processing Bguipment, 24 pp., 1966; 
Introduction to Systems Analysis for Data Processing, 45 PP.| 1967. In 
addition, the computer occupied an important place in the United Ifeitions 
PrOigraeiae in Public Administratiom Report of the Meeting of Escperts, a 
meeting held in New York from 16 to 24 January 1967.^ 

1 / See "Ihe work of the Public Administration Mvision in computer 
technology", in Public Administration Newsletter (circulated within 
the Ifiiited Nations Secretariat and to Iftiited Nations e3q)erts in 
the field), W® 31 (April 1970), p. 2. 

%J IMited mtions B/4296 - ST/mo/M/38, New York, 1970, paras. 179-183. 

/Bie l&iited 
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The Iftiited Nations Statistical Office directs the activities 
of the International Computing Centre in New York, and furnishes technical 
advisory assistance to governments. 

The Tftiited Nations General Assembly, at its twentieth session, 
held from 24 September to 21 December 1968, adopted resolution 2458 (XX) 
on international co-operation with a view to the use of computers and 
computation techniques for development. It recognizes in this resolution 
that "international co-operation in the field of science and technology 
is essential in order to accelerate progress and narrow the gap between 
the developing cotmtries and the economically advanced countries''. In 
compliance with this resolution, in February 1970 a Panel of Ê xperts 
submitted to the ISiited Nations'a working paper on "lhe application of 
computer technology for development", as a basis for the Sècretary-
Ger»ral*s report which is now in course of preparation, 

III* Applica.tions of the computer 
The applications of the electronic computer in economic and social 

develcpment are so varied that it would be difficult to find an area in 
which its use would not be feasible,- tfliile this is not a complete report 
on the subject, it presents some considerations which seem useful at this 
time. 

Briefly, the general characteristics of. the electronic computê ? 
are: (a) accurate operations, provided there are no programming erroi'nj 
(b) high-speed computation; (c) data' storage capacity; and (d) extraordinary 
volume of work. 

In view of these characteristics, the computer has a very wide range 
of applications, notably: (a)-the possibility of obtaining comprehensive, 
timely and easily accessible data through the "data bank"; (b) its 
usefulness in government planning, first by providing information tesed 
on trying cut hypotheses, thus enabling planners to perfect the economic 
and social development plan under s t u d y , a n d secondly by facilitating 

¿y Arturo NiSñez del Prado, "Necesidades de información para el desarrollo 
econgmico", in EMCO/UNDP, Seminario sobre sistemas de información en 
el gobierno (Santiago, Chile, July 19^9)i P* 62, 

/more detailed 
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more detailed and accurate planning because of the huge niimber of 
variables with which the computer can deal; and (c) its specific use 
in public administration, in the operation of statistical systems, wage 
and salary calculation and registration, tax control, budgeting, censuses, 
public health, the housing situation, etc. 

ÍIÜAe computer in Latin America 
Both in the private and in the public sector, there has been a 

significant increase in the use of computers in Latin America over the 
past few years. While statistics are not available for all co'.ntr.ies 
in the region, there are sufficient data to indicate that computer 
techniques are being applied more and more in the field of public 
administration»^ 

Between 28 and 31 July 1969, a Seminar on Government Information 
Systems was held in Santiago, CMle, imder the auspices of the 2npresa de 
Servicio de Gomputacid'n Ltda. de Chile (5IÍ(X)) in oollabora-^ioii with the 
IMited Nations Development Programme (U1Q)P)« The report that ;KÍS 
published as a result of the Seainar is a valuable contribution to the 
application of computers to the public sector.^ 

Another notable instance of the general concern felt by governments 
in the region for the practical application of computer techniques to the 
public sector is provided by the Technical Seminars on Automated Data 
Processing in ibjc Administration, organized by the Inter-American Centre 
of 'fex Administrators (CIAT), whose headquarters are in Panamá. The 
latest in this series of seminars was held from 25 to 31 January 1970 in 
Bogotáj Colombia, and the worlàng documents and the conclusions contained 
in the subsequent Report are of considerable interest to the public 
administration field. '^ 

See, for example, the reports of the Argentine and Chilean delegations 
to the Latin American Conference of Government Information Authorities, 
Buenos Aires, 1-10 April 1970. 
MICO and UMDP, Seminario sobre sistemas de información en el gobierno, 
Santiago, Chile, July 

^ CIAT, Informe del II Seminario Técnico (Procesainiento de Batos en 
la Admiñistraci<5n Tributaria), Panama City, 1970; Informativo/ 
Nevjsletter. vol. 2. Ift 6 (March 1970), Panama, City. (PeO« Box 215, 
Panama 1, Panama.) interest 
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lhe interest of the governments of the region in the introduoticsa 
of computer techniques found, e^^ression in the first Latin Aroerioan 
Conference of Government Information AuthoritieS| which was held in 
Buenos Aires, Argentina, in April 1970» ffiiis Conference was sponsored 
by the .Argentine Government and UKESOO through the International Computation 
Centre -- Intergovernmental Bureau for Information Oteohnology (lOO-IBl) in 
Rome, and its main ohjectives were the following: (a) to define the role 
of Government Information Authorities, their functional relationi^hip to 
the public administration and their influence on developmentj ( l) to 
define the sphere of responsibility of Government Information Authorities, 
their characteristics ai^ their relations with other government sectors} 
and (c), to formulate an international action programme desigrj.ed to 
establish permanent Government Information Authorities as the most effective 
and rapid means of speeding up development in developing countries. 

In view of the importance of the recommendations adojited by the 
Confersnoe in Buenos Aires, they are given in their entirety in annex A 
of this document. 

V, Installation of a computer centre at BCL& 
Ever since I964, there have been discussions at ECLA regarding the 

possibility of setting up a computer coatre. Last year, the Netherlands 
Government offered funds for the establishment of an infomation and 
research centre at ECIA» At the beginning of March this year, EGL&.'s 
Ebcecutive Secretary asked all divisions and units for their collaboration 
in a study of the feasibility of a documentation centre and the use of 
computers. Shortly thereafter, two international experts 
Mr, Marius Robert Mantz and Mr, Gunnar Berggren, came to ECLA to give 
their technical opinion on the type of computer most suited to the 
requirements of the Iftiited Kations regional agencies in Santiago, CSiile, 

/in April, 
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7/ In AprilI the Public Administration IMit submitted a memorandum which, 
rise to an extensive exchange of ideas between the above experts and 
the personnel of the ISxit, Biere was above all complete agreement on 
the need to use computer techniques to build up a whole information and 
dooume:itation system, along the lines of those of the ILO and WHO, as 
a vital aid to the research work conducted ty the BCIA staff. 

Within the bounds of its small staff and the limited time available 
to it , the Public Administration Unit has been taking a close look at the 
benefits of installing a computer, which can be summed up a.s the multiple 
pva'po.sas that it can serve» More detailed information is requirdd on 
this point so as to ensure that maximum advantage is taken of this new 
technology by its users in the IMted Nations agencies in Santiago, 

A certain number of basic considerations have to be taken into 
account before actually deciding to install a computer centre, quite 
apart from all those tliat must be included in a careful study of the project 
as a whole. 

For obvious reasons, one of these is the high cost both of initial 
investment and of subsequent maintenance» Another important point is 
whether there is now or will be in the near futtire ^ a sufficient 
volume of work to justify the installation of a computer. Both ccnsiderations 
are of fundamental relevance to the order of priorities determining the 
allocation of resources on which the eventual decision will depend. 

Another significant aspect that must be borne in mind concerns 
the personnel requirements of a computer centre» Its proper use demands 
imagination, ability and even a change of mentality in the peopl.e who 
are going to use it and/or operate i t . This means that one of the measures 
that has to accompany this installation of a computer centre must be the 
proper training of personnel under a scheme comprising separate programes 

1/ ECLA, "Some views on the advantage to the Public Administration 
Unit of installing a computer at ECLA headquarterSj Santiago", 
Ramdn Oviedo, ECO 62l/l(2), 14 April 1970 (annex B of this document)» 

8 / Hie greater the risk of obsolescence, the greater the importance of 
this point» 

/for analysts 
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for analysts and programners, for pixjviding general technical infonaation 
and for bringing about the above-mentioned change of raenUality in the 
research workers, professionals and others directly benefiting from the 
system® 

VIo IiEPortant considerations at the government level 
If computers are to be installed at the government leve]., there 

are other complementary measures which should be taken into account, 
namely, measures to prevent possible unempLoyufônt as a result of the 
displacement of labour vAxich is an inevitable side-effect of technological 
progi'sss. Opinions are, however, divided on this question: 

On the one hand, it is asserted by some that the installation of 
computers does not produce unemployment since "the availability of such 
a machine imtnediately creates the need to supply the computer with more 
and better data to obtain more and better information, váiich in 
turn crsates new posts, at least equivalent in number to those 
eliminated,"^ 

Similar]^, it has been observed that the use of computers in public 
service does not have the same effect as mechanization in an industry, 
•hdiere the workers replaced by a machine automatically become redundant 
and are dismissed,—^ The installation of computers may deprive many 
officials of the work they were doing, but the civil service regulations, 
and, as a rule, the need of the organization concerned to assign staff to 
other duties normally guarantee enployment of the displaced staff. 

On the other har̂ i, it is said that the use of computers leads to the 
redundancy of the officials engaged on the routine and accounting work 
which can be taken over by the computer. The low level of occupational 
mobility in the public sector makes it difficult to assign such officials 
to other tasks. 

2/ See EM30/Ui©P, Semina,rio sobre sistemas de información en el gobierno 
(Santiago, Chile, July I969) p, 17. ! 

10/ See Pablo Huneeus, El Problema de Empleo y Recursos Hutiános; Idsas 
para una Política (Santiago, Chile, Andrés Bello, 1970). 

/One l a s t 
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One last important point in connexion >dth computer services concerns 
the different problems which the Latin American countries have had in 
the past or are currently experiencing, X'áiich vary according to the sectors 
^ich have taken the initiative in the acquisition and use of computer 
centres. In some coiintries the initiative for the creation ard increased 
use of such services has come from private firms or autonomous public 
enterprises or institutions; iiíhile in others the State has come to play 
a donànant role through the creation of State computer centres., 

The problems facing the former may be summarized as follows: 
(a) High prices for computer services; 
(b) Inadequate use of computer capacity; 
(c) AcceiAimtion of the problem of absorbing staff vdtJi university 

or intemediate training, particularly in the private sector; 
(d) The out-of-date administrative procedures of the public 

services; and 
(e) Consequently, the possible necessity of introducing computers 

in the public sector, 
Vihere State computer services already exist, a different set of 

problems arises, of vhich mention may be made of the follovdng: 
(a) The need to lay doTsm priorities in the use of computer services, 

so that they may become an effective instrument of support for 
the efforts tomrds economic arxi social development; soiae of 
the possible applications have already been mentioned: 
government planning and administration, progranming and 
production control, statistical services and health and 
education programmes, scientific research, etc,^^ 

11/ United Nationsj, "The Application of Computer Technology for 
Development", February 1970 (Working Paper)« 

/(b) In 
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(b ) In particular, the need to study how computer methods are 
to be fitted into the procedures of the public admini-stration 
in ^ch a viay and to a degree which will increase the 
administrative capacity of the State institutional machinery, 
without, of course, affecting the important faiictions which 
every country assigns to its public administration in the 
light of particular circumstances. 

These are only a few of the problems facing the governments of the 
region in the application of computer technology to development» There 
are groxmds for hoping that within a reasonable time - once its staff 
have been familiarized with this technology and a computer centre has been 
installed - ECIA will be in a position to provide the governmsiits of the 
region with technical co-operation in this field in the form of advisory 
services and training courses at the region level. 

/Annex A 
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Annex A 

Recommendations adopted by the Latin American Conference of 
Governraent Information Authorities 
(Buenos Aires. 1-10 April 1970) 

REC0MÍEÍ®ATI0N N^ 1 

CONSIDERING THAT: 

a. The Latin American Conference of Government Infosnuation Authorities 
represents a major effort on behalf of the organizers and the 
participa.ting countries, fi'om the point of view both of the 
personnel mobilized and of the material resources invested; 

b. The exchange of ejq̂ eriences and the conclusions reached are 
particularly important for the rational development of information 
in Latin Auierican countries; 

C» Communication channels and exchanges of information are being set up 
and the Govemmaits themselves have only been adopting planning 
measures on the subject for a relatively short time; 

d. It is important to prevent the conclusions and recommendations of 
this Conference from remaining mere declarations, vdthout being put 
into practice; 
The First Latin American Conference of Government Information 

Authorities therefore 
DECIDES: 

"That Argentina should organize a Permamnt Secretariat of the 
First Latin American Conference of Government Information 
Authorities to promtote, vis-a-vis the appropriate agencies, persons, 
and countries, the dissemination and implenentation of the decisions 
and motions adopted at the Conference," 

/RSCOilEi'IDATION W» 2 
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RECOMíENDáTION N^ 2 

CONSIDERING THAT: 

a. The experience being acquired by Latin American experts in their 
respective countries is of great value, especially as they gain 
such experience in very similar environments j 

b. One of the most effective teaching methods in the field of electronic 
conçjutation is to iBÇ)art knowledge by illustrating actual eisamplesj 

c. It is a matter of tirgency that Latin American countries exchange 
their experiences in view of the possibility of applying them 
in a generalized mannerj 
The First Latin American Conference, 

RECOMIENDS: 
"Timt, on the basis of bilateral and multilateral agreements 

between Latin American countries, a programme for the exchange 
of specialists in the use of electix>nic computation in the public 
sector be carried out in order to take fuller advantage of the 
specific experience achieved by each country in specialized areas 
and subjects." 

/RECOMMENDATION N^ 11 
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RECOMEmTION N^ 3 

CONSIDERING THAT: 

a. There is only a small number of high-level technicians engaged 
in computation and information work in the vast majority of 
Latin American countries; 

b. This shortage of specialized personnel has caused problems for 
the development of information and, in some cases, has ev<?u 
stopped it altogether; 

c« It is necessary for each country to possess a team of technloians 
capable of absorbing the rapid changes that are taking place in 
the information field; 

d. The cost of organizing high-level courses are usiially very high 
and may prove prohibitive for a single countiyj 

e^ Well-knoTim international experts and technicians do not have 
enough tíjne to give continuous courses; 

f, Latin America urgently needs high-level experts; 
The First Latin Ajnerican Conference, 

RECOMMENDS THAT; 
"Hi^h-level ngsdiiim length international courses be held in 

Latin America as soon as possible and through the best possible 
machinery for technicians from all the Latin American countries," 

/RECOMMENDATION N^ 11 
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RECOMÍENDÂTION N̂  4 

CONSIDERING THAT: 

a. Constant progress is being nade and changes occuring in the use 
of computers in the information field; 

ba Modern data-processing equipment is being increasingly used in 
the public sector; 

c, Latin American countries are gaining more and more local experience 
every day; 

dp This experience is not usually publicized for lack of an 
information service; 
The First Latin American Conference, 

REGOIMENDS: 
'"That an information bulletin on applications, experience and 

projects under my in connexion vdth information in the public 
sector, particularly of the Latin American countries, be published 
periodically»" 

This service idll be conducted in association with agents 
responsible for collecting information in the various coxxntries 
and obtaining adequate connexions vdth manufactures of equi;OTenb 
and institutions specializing in research and its application in 
this field," 

/RECOMMENDATION N^ 11 
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RECOIDÜIIDATION N^ 5 

CONSIDERING THAT: 

a. There are countries in Latin America that are still at the early-
stages of applying information techniques; 

b. Some of these countries do not even possess data-processing centres 
in an operational state; 

Ce Advantage should be taken of the fact that other Latin American 
countries have already acquired valxiable experience regariing 
problems involved in applying information techniques in similar 
economic, cultural and administrative conditions; 

d. In the light of the foregoing^ it would be useful to apply specific 
information techniques, for limited periods and on a restricted 
geographical scale, in areas whose compatibility could permit 
passing on esqjeriences from one country to another, covering such 
aspects as: 
- payment of salaries of national agencies 
- sales invoicing for state or semi-public enterprises 
- certain accounting controls and/or controls of administrative 
management. 

The First Latin American Conference, 
DECIDES: 
1, "To apply computation techniques in specific economic sectors 

and/or government services in the Latin American countries, takiiiag 
advantage of the experience of other countries which are more 
advanced in this field. 

/2. To 
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2» To conclude, for purposes of applying such techniques, bilateral 
or multilateral agreements indiich vd.ll take especially into account 
for feasibility of the projects, economic and social returns, and 
the greatest possible multiplier effect of the resulting changes. 
To that end, the foUoiidng steps should be taken in each case: 
(a) A study in depth in order to obtain the best possible 

information service in question} 
(b) Gradual absorption of the human and physical media required for 

preparing the system or systems. 
3» To request support from the United Nations or other International 

agencies, on behalf of the interested countries, to help finance 
projects in specific fields," 

/RECOMMBNDATICM Kâ 6 
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REC0MI-E1®ATI0N K^ 6 

CONSIDERING THAT: 

a. The development of the use of electrordc computers in the information 
field is a recent phenomenon, particularly in Latin American 
countries, and that new and interesting experiments revealing many 
similar characteristics are constantly being made by these countries; 

b The repetition of experiments that have already proved unsatisfactory 
elsewhere entails unnecessary expenditure in terms both of time and 
of human and material resotirces that are in any case scarcej 

C» More advanced countries are testing new criteria, processes and 
equipment and thus acquiring valuable experience in a relatively 
short space of tiaje; 

d. It would be useful for persons entrusted with similar tasks in the 
information field to exchange their experiences and discuss their 
problems; 
The First Latin American Conference, 

RECOMMENDS: 
"That the Latin American countries hold regular meetings, which , 

experts from the more advanced countries \íould be invited to attend, 
for the exchange of experiences and the co-ordination of action in 
connexion with infomation, particularly in the public sector, at the 
level of: 
(a) Authorities respònsible for the management of computation 

equipment in public services and errterprisesj 
(b) Information specialists working on applications in areas 

related to those where electronic computation is being used 
(health, education, tax collection, etc,)j 

(c) Specialists, technicians and scientists working on the application 
of specific techniques vâiich iiwolve the use of computers 
(simulation models of administi'ative and economic process, long 
distance transmission of data, etc.); 

(d) Teachers and research workers employed in agencies concerned 
with training information technicians." 

/RECOMMENDATION m ? 
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RECOMMENDATION N» 7 

CONSIDERING THAT: 

a. The processing of information and allied activities are nowadays 
deemed as important, from the point of view of basic resources, 
as the availability of vital raw materials and should therefore 
be proiooted and introduced; 

b. This situation is even more apparent in developing countries in 
view of the need to provide them viith the means of arresting the 
hitherto growing technological and industrial gap between them and 
the more developed countries; 

0, There is a serious shortage of electronic computation experts and 
knowledge of the subject is very poorly disseminated among head 
office and senior officials of the public administration} 

d, A programme capable of satisfying the vast training Requirements 
of Latin American countries, in terms of the quality, quantity and 
speed that are needed if computation is to be introduced on a 
massive scale, must be assigned human resources of the highest level 
as well as adequate material resources; 

e» It is sti l l not fully appreciated that, for economic and social 
planning to achieve its objectives, the services and agencies of 
the public sector must be highly efficient; 

f . Past and current efforts to promote economic and social i^nning 
have been hindered at the implementation stage by the application 
of anachronistic systems of management and administration of public 
sector services; 

g« Instruments of international co-operation should therefore be 
established so as to enable developing countries to introduce the 
new data processing techniques; 

h» Apart from an analysis of depth of the sit\jation, an assessment 
of resources and integrated feasibility studies, the effectiveness 
of such co-operation depends upon the achievement of the objective 
set and the avoidance of the kind of errors and partial failures 
that have occurred elsewhere; 

/ i . The 
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i. The United Nations is currently studying or reviewing the entire 
structure of international co-operation with a view to the use of 
computation in the developing countries; 

j. If the loss of valuable years for development is to be avoided, 
steps shotild be taken to cope xdLth pressing situations and resolve 
urgent problems, particularly in latin American countries where the 
use of computation is still in its early stages; 
The First Latin American Conference, 

DECIDES: 
1, "To recommend the establishment of one or more Regional Latin . 

American Centres for Information applicable to the Public Sector, 
with contributions from the interested Latin American countries 
and sujport from the United Nations and from other countries or 
agencies lAiich may so decide, which would have the follovdng 
functions: 
(a) Training and retiraining of public administration personnel; 
(b) Exchange of information by stages; 
(c) Provision of advisory assistance in information applicable 

to the public sector; 
(d) Possible provision of limited operational support services. 

These functions must be performed preferably through recourse 
to non-permanent staff and to the use of existing operational 
facilities, 

2, That the final establishment of Regional Information Centres, 
their geographic location and their fiitiire or^nic structure 
should depend on compliance with the following requirements: 
(a) Makii^ an inventory and a weighted statistical evaluation 

of the different situations in the Latin American countries 
by obtaining internationally comparable profiles. For an 
analytical inventory of ccanputation facilities, it is 
recommended that the authorities in the various countries adopt 
the form prepared for the purpose by CEGD and seni it to 
IBI-ICC for registration, sunmarizing and distribution of 
results; 

/(b) Carrying 
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(b) Carrying out a feasibility study which idll consider the 
fullest possible use of existing educational and operational 
facilities in order as far as possible to reduce the additional 
investment required frwn the Latin American countries and the 
United Nations. To that effect, the host country should possess 
facilities vMch vdll place it at least in the operational 
category in the proposed conventional classification showing . 
the stages reached in the use of digital computers: primitive, 
basic, operational and advanced (Report of the United Nations 
panel of experts); 

(c) Adoption by the United Nations of a definitive structure of 
international co-operation vrith a view to the use of computers 
for development (United Nations resolution 2458 (XXIII)), 

3» I'o recommend the immediate establishment of instruments for a 
temporary plan comprising a group of measures to solve the most 
pressing problems in the application of information, e.g.: 
(a) The formulation of specific limited bilateral or multilateral 

agreements, possibly T»dth the support of existing professional 
or international agencies or institutions; 

(b) The formulation of a limited temporary plan for training 
specialists, with the Joint support of the interested Latin 
American countries. To that end, and subject to the agreen^nt 
of the countries concerned, use will be made of the operational 
infrastructure, trained personnel, and implementation and 
educational facilities available in Mexico, Chile and Argentina." 

/RECOMMENDATION N» Ô 
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RECOMMENDATION N- 8 

CONSIDERING THAT: 

The teletransndssion of data obviously comes under the same category 
of public utility services as the transmission of messages by telephone, 
telegram or television and that ib employs the same teleccmmurd.cations 
channels and techniquesj 
The First Latin American Conference, 
DECIDES: 

"To recommend that the Latin American States duly await the 
regulation of this aspect of telecoraminications," 

/RECOMMENDATION N^ 11 
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RECOtffiENDATION N̂  9 

CONSIDERING THAT: 

a# One of the basic requireiaents for the effective establishment of 
developnent policies in Latin America is the existence of an 
efficient Administration; 

b. The modernization and rationalization of the public adrainj-stration 
necessarily entails the collection of information to direct the 
general inçsrovement and planning processj 

c . Goosputatipn ^stems or data processing, and information techniqass 
generally, are necessary in the public administration to accelerate 
this process; 

d. It i s necessary to direct and plan the introduction and efficient 
use of information in the public administration in the medivmi and 
long term; 

e. It is therefore indispensable to ftarae mtional plans for controlling 
the development of information techniques at the governmental 
level which would follow clearly defined stages, according to how 
far each country has progressed in the field and to its particular 
politico-administrative context; 

f« The modernization and rationalization of the public administration 
involves transforming its administrative process, especially in 
the following respects; 
- Standardization of information so that its content can be defined / 

without possible error; 
- Creation of systems capable of receiving the original information 

in the form required for later stages of mechanized processing; 
- Development of data processing techniques from their conceptual 

definition of their ñiU installation; 
g» Imnediate problems are the provision of the material equipment for 

introducing the electronic computation of data in the public sector 
as a whole and the technical organization that the State will need 
to operate the said equipment efficiently; 

/h. The 
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h, The kind of multiplication of effort that occurs when several 
different processing centres apply the same techniques but employ-
different criteria must be avoided; 

i. Another problem that state policy vdll have to face is the training 
of public administration personnel to apply electronic computation 
techniques rationally in state agenciesj 

j. The advent of electronic computation is already bringing certain 
modifications in positive legislation for the best possible use of 
information systems; 

k. The problems cited are more or less universal and must be solved 
idthin a national context; 
The First Latin American Conference, 

DECIDES: 
"To recommend that each Latin American country, as convenient and 

in accordance Kith the appropriate legislation, establish a high-level 
institution on a permanent basis to frame government infomation 
policy and to co-ordinate and control State action in this connexion." 

/REG0I4MEICÍATI0N m 1 0 
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REXJOI#ÍENDATION N® 10 

CONSIDERING THAT: 

a. The First Latin American Conference of Government Infomation 
Authorities undoubtedly constitutes an excellent and necessary 
initiative on the part of the IBI-ICC and the Argentine Governmentj 

b. The exchange of experiences conducted in the course of the 
Conference will serve as an excellent basis for fature workj 

c. The continuity of this exchange process cannot be interrupted 
vdthout causing the loss of all that has been achieved at this 
Conference! 
The First Latin American Conference, 

DECIDES: 
1, "To recommend that a second Latin American Conference of Government 

Information Authorities be held in 1971. 
2, To request IBI-ICC to organize this meeting Jointly vãth the 

Permanent Secretariat of the First Latin American Conference of 
Government Information Authorities and officials of the country 
where the Permanent Secretariat is to be established," 

/RECOMMENDATION N^ 1 1 
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RECOMtENDÁTION N^ 11 

CONSIDimiNG THAT: 

a. The application of long-distance electronic computation and data 
transmission equipment is likely to develop enormously during the 
coming years arai that there vdll hardly be arçr activity that does 
not employ these modem means of recording, processing, calculating. 
aiKi ccamiunicating results; 

b. The production and installation of this equipment and related 
units will be a major factor in future economic development; 

c. Serious attempts have been made at Latin American economic integration; 
The First Latin American Conference, 

RECOMMENDS: 
"To agexicies and institutions concerned with advancing the 

economic integration of Latin America, and to the Latin American 
countries themselves: 
(a) That they take into consideration in formulating their plans 

the rapid rate at wMch the market for electronic calculating 
machines, computers, peripheral equipment^ teleprocessing 
terminals, inter-connexion media and accessories is likely 
to grow in Latin America during the next fevr years; 

(b) That any attempt to produce hardware be.made vdthin the 
framevrork of Latin American integration," 

/RECOMMENDATION NS 12 
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RECOM-ENDATION 12 

CONSHERING THAT: 

a* The acquisition of computation ecjiipanent and related units 
requires intensive investment that governments are not alvjays in 
a position to make, owing to the accumulation of financial 
comnátments resulting from the economic and social developnsnt 
lüans in which they are involved; 

b. Such investment will have a decisive influence in makiî g the 
public sector more efficient and thereby speeding up and making 
feasible the due implementation of the said development plans; 
The First Latin American Conference, 

RECOMMENDS: 
"That the United Nations, Jointly with the Latin American countries, 

propose and obtain from international credit institutions special 
credit lines from the Latin American countries to purchase computation 
equipment for the data-processing units in the public sector," 

/REC01«NnA.TI0N N^ 13 
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RECOMÍENDA.HON Ns 13 

CONSmERING THAT: 
a. Several international organizations exist that are concerned 

vdth various aspects of automation and inforiaation; 
b« These organizations are carrying out activities that sometimss 

overlapj 
c. Suitable co-ordination of their work will make it possible to mke 

more extensive studies and introduce new subjects, with the 
attendant advantages of cross fertilization; 
The First Latin American Conference, 

RECC3MMEM)S: 
"That the international organizations concerned with various 

aspects of automtion and information consider the best way of 
co-ordinating their activities at both the international and the 
regional level," 

/RECOMffiNDATION N^ 1 4 
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RECOI-MENDATIOK N£ 14 

CONSIDERIKG THA.T: 

a. There is a serious shortage of electronic data processing experts, 
not only in Latin America but in the most advanced countries as 
well; 

b. The ^sternatic training of experts is usually a slow processj 
c. The technology of processing data vdth computers is undergoing 

rapid developnent and changej 
d. Latin American technicians and authorities must guickly be 

appraised of these new experiments and, above all, be given the 
possibility of applying them as soon as possible; 
The First Latin American Conference, 

RSSOMMENDS: 
"That the United Nations be requested to take into account, 

within the context of its technical assistance plans, the 
implsnentation of a programme of support for information vhich 
would include: 
(a) The periodic assignment to the Latin American countries of 

highly qualified experts in electronic computation applicable 
to data processing in the public admini.stration, so that they 
can help the Latin American countries by transmitting directly 
to local technicians and officials their specialized experience 
in such questions as the or^nization of data-processing 
centres; the organization of public services and their 
adaptation to the use of computation instruments; training 
methods and techniques in this field, etc.; 

(b) Fellowships for the training of computation specialists 
and of government information officials at the different 
levels»" 

/RECOMMENDATION Nâ 15 
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KECOl-ÍMSNDATION N^ 15 

CONSIDEEIING THAT: 

a. It is indispensable that Latin America be included in any programme 
designed to speed up the economic and social developnent of the 
vrorldj 

b« Conditions throughout Latin America are propitious ior the rapid 
spread and application of information pilot programmes that are 
held in one or more of the countries of the regionj 

C» The existing intention of the United Nations to promote a programme 
of international co-operation with a view to the use of computation 
techniques for development (Resolution 2458 (XXIII)) implies the 
need to conduct certain experiments prior to its implementation so 
that it can be improved in the light of the results obtained; 
The First Latin American Conference, 

DECIDES: 
"To request the United Nations to arrange for the execution of 

national information for development pilot projects in the 
Latin American area," 

/RECOMENDATION Nfi l6 
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RECOMMENDÁHON N^ 16 

CONSIDERING THAT: 

a. Scientific and technological knowledge in the field of electronic 
computation in general and in its application to the public sector 
in particular is new and in process of expansion and developmeiit; 

b. The possibilities c£ applying electronic computation affect not 
just a part of people's life but virtually every aspect of their 
activities; 

c. The successful use of nevüjr-acquired technical know-how for the 
good of the comaunity depends not only on the quality of the 
scientific and technological innovations but above all on whether 
there is: 
- An adequate number of experts in the various stages of design 
and application; 

- A clear and universal understanding of the fundamental technical 
aspects of this new knowledge within a logical and harmonious 
framework, the possiblities of applying them, their requirements, 
their limitations and the proper behavio\ir to be adopted in this 
new context of technical elements and possibilities that are 
different from those that have existed hitherto; 

d« From the start of the training process it is necessary to learn 
about and, above all, become familiar with the use of the nev/ 
technical know*-how, and the conditions and potential it opens up 
for satisfying the nations' material and cultural needs; 

e. There are several private training courses in this field vftiich 
should be encouraged but shovild at the same time be made to 
conform to set technical standards as to their quality and bona 
fide character; 

/The First 
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The First Latin Ainerican Conference of Government Information 
Authorities therefore 
DECIDES: 
1, "To recommend to the educational authorities of the respective 

Latin American coxintries that they study the possibilities of 
intensifying the teaching of electronic computation at the various 
educational levels j 

2« To recommend to the authorities responsible for training public 
administration personnel that they teach data processing techniques^" 

/RESOLUTION 
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RESOLUTION 

CONSIDERING THAT: 

a. The initiative of holding the First Latin American Conference 
of Government Information has been exceptionally tinsly and 
important; 

b. The Meeting has been notable for its good organization and for 
the very special attention and facilities that have been extended 
to the visiting delegations; 

c. Tte conclusions reached and results obtained have ful2^ lived 
up to the expectations of both its organizers and the partioipatiijg 
countries; 
The First Latin American Conference, 

DECIDES: 
"To extend congratulations and thanks to the Director of 

IBI-ICC and the Argentine Government officials for their ijnitiative 
arKi efforts in convening and carrying to a successful conclusion 
the First Latin American Conference of Government Information 
Authorities." 

/Annex B 
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Annex B 

REP.: EGO 621/1(2) 
TO: Mr. Marius Robert i%ntz; ECLA's Consnltanrb 

on.Con^uter Methods. (Room T-222), and 
Mr, Gunnar Berggren, Interregional Adviser 
on Computer Methods. (Room T-224) 

FROM: Ricardo Luna, Chief, Public Administration Unit 
SUBJECT: Some views on the advantage to the Public DATE: 23 April, 

Administration Unit of installing a computer 1970, 
at ECLA headquarters. Santiago. 

It is thought that a computer can meet the needs of 
the Public Administration Unit viiich are summarized below«l/ 

The main activities of the Public Administration 
Unit include the follomng: 

(a) Technical assistance to the governments of the countries 
of the region in administrative matters; 

(b) Organization of seminars on various aspects of public 
administration; 

(c) Collaboration or participation in semĵ nars conceraed 
vriLth public administration. 

All these activities imply the need to assemble data 
and draw up reports or^studies, tasks which would be 
greatly facilitated and sponsored by the use of a ccmputer 
the systematic recording of documents and specific data is 
of special importance. 

It is reasonable to suppose that, given adequate means, 
the Unit woiild be better equipped to provide other services 
to the governments and other institutions of the countries 
of the region. In this connexion,-the Unit's programme of 
work for 1970 provides, inter alia, for the following: 

We do not claim that this summar̂ r is final and complete,-
since it appears obvious that, once a computer is in use, 
a series of other tasks will become feasible vèich, 
otherwise, it wuld be difficult or impossible to carry 
out. 

/- the 
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- the collection and compilation of basic, current 
information on administrative aspects of the economic 
situation of the countries of the region (administrative 
causes of xinder-developaent; content, strategy and 
methodology of administrative reform); 

- research aimed at quantifying and facilitating the 
analysis of the chief administrative aspects of 
economic and social development. 

Following on these studies, which are largely a form 
of data processing, it my be necessary to investigate one 
or more specific aspects in more detail, vihxch xrould be 
feasible if adequate information was made available in good 
time, or if the means were provided to re-process the data in 
the form needed for a new or specific study» 

Given the fact that a computer offers the advantage of 
rapid data processing, it seems reasomble to expect that, in 
the future, the Public Administration Unit will be in a 
position to publish statistical data of real, interest to the 
countries of the region, from time to time, if not on a regular 
basis. 

In view of the above-mentioned advantages, it is possible 
that the use of cranputers will be encouraged in the public 
administration departments of the countries of the region in 
the near future, provided that conditions so require and sQ-low, 
Such encouragement could extend even to the specification of the 
computer ifltoich is most suitable, in view of the diversity of 
existing types. In fact, several countries in the region are 
already using computers in their public administration 
departnfônts (Brazil, Chile, etc.). 

The above coxild lay the groundwork for bringing to 
fruition work already initiated in ECLA.,2/ since the relevant 
agencies in each country could draw up and periodically bring 
up to date a series of data - in uniform or standardized form -
for analysis, which would undoubtedly facilitate surveys 
connected with ths public sector, or to be more precise, with 
the public administration in the cotmtries of the region. 

2/ ECLA, "Necesidades de información para el análisis del 
gobierno general y su papel en el desarrollo de las 
economías latinoamericanas". Economic Development and 
Research Division. 

/The following 
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The following are a few of the margr examples of data 
standardization that could be given: 

- Income ard expenditure of government agencies; 

- Physical data concerning sectors and levels of 
activity: health, education, housing, public 
enterprises, etc.j 

- Grading of public administration staffj 
- Classification of investment by final use; 

- Classification of enterprises according to the measure 
or type of government participation; 

- Standardization of the institutional classification 
of the structure of State agencies. 




